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Topics
Communication
Corporate Culture & Governance
Customer Relations
Influence
Sales
Women's Empowerment

About Shasta Nelson
Shasta Nelson is a keynote speaker, author, and leading expert on friendship. Frequently
featured in the media as the go-to resource on healthy relationships. Shasta has been
interviewed live on several television shows including Katie Couric’s Katie, Fox Business,
The Early Show, and The Today Show. She has been quoted in numerous magazines and
newspapers such as The New York Times, Washington Post, Redbook, Chicago Tribune, Woman’s World, Women’s Health, Real Simple, and Marie Claire
UK. Shasta was selected by Facebook to be their media spokesperson and friendship expert for Friends Day 2018.
Shasta delivers corporate programs all over the world, teaching the Three Relationship Requirements for healthy teams, leadership, customer service,
marketing, and personal development. Her spirited and soulful voice for strong relationships can also be found in each of her books.
Select Keynotes
Frientimacy: The Three Requirements of Healthy Relationships
Relationships are central to everything we do. And although the world may seem hyper-connected these days, mental and physical experts report
we’re actually in a lonliness epidemic. For most of us, our lonliness is not from lack of interaction, but from lack of friendship intimacy, or
frientimacy.
This signature talk by Shasta Nelson reveals research around three important requirements for every healthy relationship.
Compiling what we know about what bonds people, how healthy teams work, what builds trust, and why we feel closer to some people, there are
three nonnegotiables that can start, deepen, and repair any relationship. Each audience will learn how to best assess their relationships, and
learn what actions they can to take to overcome their loneliness and create more meaningful community in their lives.

Select Book Titles
2 0 1 3: Friendships Don't Just Happen!: The Guide to Creating a Meaningful Circle of GirlFriends
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